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The Open Group Awards are a peer-to-peer recognition of the members, teams and individuals who have made outstanding contributions to industry innovation through the development of open standards and architectural best practices.

**Category - Outstanding Contribution by a Member Organization**

Award for The Open Group Member organization that has consistently demonstrated outstanding contributions to the ideals, vision, and mission of The Open Group

**APG/Sparx Services North America** - using the TOGAF®, ArchiMate®, and IT4IT™ standards in customer engagements

**AVIC DIGITAL** - implemented the TOGAF®, ArchiMate®, FACE™, and IT4IT™ standards internally and in Chinese government institutions and incorporated the TOGAF® standard into the Dictionary of China’s Intelligent Manufacturing

**BR&L Consulting** - work in the Open Process Automation™ Forum

**CC&C Solutions** - contribution and leadership over a number of years to the TOGAF® and IT4IT™ standards

**DXC** - Eva Kuiper for work on the Open FAIR™ Process Guide and the Security Forum

**IBM** - significant initiatives such as UNIX® standardization and certification, Open Professions program and the OTTPS supply chain

**Infinite Dimensions Integration** - created full scale test surrogates for navigation systems based on BALSA implementation of the FACE™ Technical Standard

**Metaplexity** - contribution and leadership over a number of years to the TOGAF® standard

**Orbus Software** - over 14 years of using the TOGAF®, ArchiMate®, and IT4IT™ standards in customer engagements

**Probabilitymanagement.org** - development and support of the Open FAIR™ program

**Shanghai Information Training Center** - accredited training course provider for the TOGAF® standard in China

**TES-SAVi** - developed the US Army's first FACE™ verified product and subsequent related applications
Category - Partnership Award

Award for consortia or similar organization that has partnered effectively with The Open Group

Alignment of a Multi-national Open Systems Architecture (AMOSA) - development of the FACE™ Technical Standard

ASL BiSL - Mark Smalley's work on the IT4IT™ Standard

Business Architecture Guild - Business Architecture work in relation to updates to the TOGAF® standard

SABSA Institute - partnered on several projects to develop both the TOGAF® standard and Security ecosystem at The Open Group.

San Jose State University – in support and development of the Open FAIR™ people certification program

Category - New Initiative

Award for the individual or organization that introduced a significant new initiative to The Open Group

Charles Betz - Digital Practitioners Work Group

Dennis Brandl - Open Process Automation™ Forum

Don Bartusiak - Open Process Automation™ Forum

ExxonMobil - Open Process Automation™ Forum

Eugene Tung - Open Process Automation™ Forum

Karel van Zeeland - IT4IT™ Standard

Sensor Open Systems Architecture (SOSA)

VeriSM - working with the IT4IT™ Forum
**Category - Most Valuable Use of a Standard**

Award for the most valuable use of a standard or business tool developed by Members of The Open Group

**Alignment of a Multi-national Open Systems Architecture (AMOSA)** - used the FACE™ Technical Standard to develop and integrate FACE™ components with software built to other standards e.g. European Component Oriented Architecture (ECOA) and the Software Communications Architecture (SCA) standard

**CC&C and AeHIN** - impact on a region with TOGAF® and ArchiMate®

**DAIN** - use of the ArchiMate® standard in making EA mandatory for Czech government departments

**Government of Uruguay** - using a tailored version of the TOGAF® standard for the development of a Uruguayan e-government architecture

**Orbus Software** - first tool vendor to provide a pre-configured TOGAF® Repository with its iServer modelling platform and involved in over implementations at over 350 corporations

**Rockwell Collins** - developed Mission Flight Management Software which was the first ever product to gain FACE™ Conformance Certification and subsequently the Avoidance Re-router product for use within aircraft, ground base stations, and centralized flight centers

**Royal Schiphol Airport** - used the TOGAF® and ArchiMate® standards as a reference guide to align on terminology and products as part of a digital transformation strategy at one of the world’s busiest airports

**TES-SAVi, Honeywell, RTI, Wind River, Mercury Systems** - development of the FACE™ BITS 2017 and FACE™ NAVAIR TIM, 2017, multi-member collaboration using the FACE™ Technical Standard v2.1
**Category - Most Significant Project**

Award for the most significant outside project brought into The Open Group

- **The Open Group IT4IT™ Standard**
- **The Open Group FACE™ Consortium**
- **The Open Group Open FAIR™ Certification Program**

**Category - Customer Procurement**

Award for procurement against a standard of The Open Group by a customer organization

- **City of Prague/DAIN** - €1m EA and TOGAF® standard related project that is in the final of the Czech IT project of the year

- **IndEA** - establishing best in class architectural governance, processes and practices based on the TOGAF® standard

- **Infinite Dimensions Integration** - for the Resilient Embedded GPS/Internal Navigation System Prototype Pilot (R-EGI) that demonstrated the strategic change in avionics systems development using the FACE™ Technical Standard

- **Joint Common Architecture Demonstration** - provided in-depth hands-on experience using the FACE™ Technical Standard, processes and tools during a model based procurement requiring an Open Architecture approach

**Category - Outstanding Certification Product**

Award for the most outstanding product produced in accordance with a Certification Program of The Open Group

- **Apple MacOS** - UNIX® certification

- **Good e-Learning** - TOGAF® certified e-learning course delivered to over 5000 students

- **Oracle Solaris** - UNIX® certification
**Category - Ecosystem Award**

Award for a contribution by an individual or organization to The Open Group ecosystem

**Crew Mission Station (CMS) System** - this project identified new processes and guidance to support the implementation and adoption of the FACE™ Technical Standard

**Lars Rossen, Georg Bock and Karel van Zeeland** - development of the IT4IT™ standard

**Mike Fulton, Nationwide** - work in relation to the TOGAF standard and the IT4IT™ standard

**Open Process Automation™ Forum** - developing a standards-based, open, secure, interoperable process control architecture

**Open Trusted Technology Forum** - creating OTTP-S and its adoption to an ISO standard

**Stephen Marshall, IBM** - Business Architecture work in relation to the TOGAF® standard

**Zhang Xinguo**, CIO, Aviation Industry Corporation of China (AVIC) used the TOGAF® standard to transform his organization and translated TOGAF 9.1 into Chinese for the Chinese market.

---

**The Open Group Most Valuable Contributor Award - Organization**

The (first) annual achievement award for valuable contribution by an organization to The Open Group

---

**The Open Group Most Valuable Contributor Award - Individual**

The (first) annual achievement award for valuable contribution by an individual to The Open Group
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